Abstract Co-occurrence restrictions among affixes are preferably accounted for through GENERAL structural constraints, to do with separations of word-internal domains, with hierarchical rankings of the affixes involved, with processing complexity, or with word-prosodic patterns. Disallowing PARTICULAR designated affixes to combine with one another by (language-particular) stipulation is considered a theoretical option only to be taken as a last resort. Against this backdrop it is argued here that in the much-discussed German case of diminutive-pejorative-absolutive suffix -ling the preclusion of further derivational affixation, in particular suffixation with feminine motional -in, is not due to any such general constraint; rather, this must be recognised as an instance of an affix-specific selectional restriction of a morphosemantic kind. The chief theoretical interest of this particular case is diachronic. While inner suffix -ling, originally a semantically neutral nominalising suffix, was able to acquire a diminutive, pejorative, absolutive-aligned (''passive'') semantics, its original gender remained masculine rather than changing to neuter, as would be semantically more suitable. Thus, with the outer, feminine-deriving suffix -in being sensitive to the gender of its nominal bases, nouns which are formally masculine, as required by -in suffixation, but on semantic grounds ought to be neuter are infelicitous.
Co-occurrence restrictions among affixes are often accounted for structurally, by assigning the affixes concerned to separate word-internal domains and by constraining interactions among these domains rather than among individual affixes. Alternatively, processing complexity, hierarchical rankings (e.g., in terms of animacy or semantic scope), or also word-prosodic requirements (e.g., in terms of foot structure) have been invoked as general factors shaping and constraining affix combination in derivation. A more impromptu and less general, hence theoretically less desirable way of curbing morphological combinatorics is to bluntly and language-particularly stipulate that particular designated affixes must not combine with one another.
One derivational affix of German which has been claimed to be derivationclosing, -ling, is re-examined here, and the limited interaction with further derivational affixation, in particular its incompatibility with motional, feminine-deriving -in, is argued to be due to affix-specific selectional restrictions of outer affixes with respect to gender and gender-associated meaning: categorising -ling as closing is ad hoc as well as factually wrong; and processing or animacy do not seem relevant considerations here, either. It is the diminutive and/or pejorative and/or absolutivealigning (''passive'') semantics of the German noun-deriving suffix -ling which discourages subsequent motional suffixation with -in, as this motional female/ feminine affix is sensitive to the gender of its nominal bases, and nouns which are formally masculine but on semantic grounds ought to be neuter feel inappropriate. These diminutive-pejorative-absolutive senses have only been acquired by -ling, which originally was a more neutral nominalising suffix, over time, while its original gender (masculine) remained unaltered, although changing to neuter would have been more suitable for its new meaning.
The moral of the story of *-ling-in for linguistic theory is that, however desirable it is to seek the general behind the particular, sometimes this search is in vain and particulars have to be accounted for particularly. On the more edifying side, there is a diachronic lesson taught by *-ling-in, and it concerns the pertinacity of morphological categories vis-à-vis the transience of meaning and form in derivation.
-ling
2.1 The suffix -ling in German, usually accompanied by umlaut of the stem vowel or sometimes more drastic and less regular stem alternations, derives nouns from bases of just about all word classes: adjectives (A), numerals (Num), nouns (N), and verbs (V)-as the following selection illustrates, which also illustrates morphological and prosodic distinctions of bases that have now and then, rightly or wrongly, been suggested to make a possible difference in this derivational pattern:
A NATIVE BASE, MONOMORPHEMIC AND MONOSYLLABIC jung 'young' Ju¨ng-ling '(a) youth' neu 'new' Neu-ling 'novice'
